Model of Segmentation of Rocket Fairings Due to the Action of a Cumulative Charge
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Abstract. Safe separation of the rocket payload fairing is one of the most important factors that affect the success of a flight mission. In recent years, composite materials instead of aluminum alloys are widely used in rocketry. Such materials must satisfy a number of requirements that include the certainty of a local failure due to the action of a cumulative charge of the given power. To analyze this process numerical research is an advisable approach. The model of a composite rocket fairing separating due to the action of a cumulative charge has been developed. The properties of the composite material have been modeled based on the averaged characteristics obtained experimentally. The cumulative charge has been modeled by impulse loading having parameters adequate to the charge type. The time of action of the impulse, maximum pressure and width of the loading area are determined from the charge properties and geometry. The rocket fairing is considered as a composite shell composed of conical and cylindrical parts. A technique for 3D numerical analysis of the dynamic strength and structural failure has been developed. The mathematical model of the structure deformation and failure takes into account the dynamical properties of the material. The maximum plastic deformation is used as a failure criterion. The results of numerical simulation for the typical rocket payload fairing are presented.

1 Introduction

Composite materials have been widely used in modern rocket engineering. The casings of rockets are produced from composite materials. The parameters of thin-walled composites casings are chosen from different criterions. For example, the stresses of the thin-walled casings satisfy the strength criterion. The filament-wound cylinder made for the booster motors of the Space Shuttle is analyzed experimentally under the action of impacts by Poe [1]. It is stressed [2], that the vibrations of the motor casing play a significant role in altering the combustion behavior of the propellant grain. Finite element model was established by Qu and Zhan [3] to simulate amplitudes of Mises stresses. The dependence of the mechanical properties of composite modified double base propellant on the strain rate is investigated in [4]. The method for measuring the pressure coupled response of composite propellant is suggested in [5]. A numerical approach for simulating the fluid-solid interaction problems in the ignition transient is suggested by Li, Liu, He [6]. It is stressed [7], the dynamic behavior analysis of this thin-walled structure under the action of impact loads is performed. The tasks of the dynamic behavior of the elements of constructions under the impulsive loadings modeling are examined in [8]. Numerical calculations of the dynamic stress-strain state for steel constructions are conducted for a local impulsive loading. In [9] alternative technical solutions for solving the allocation of the impact area for the leaf of the payload fairing of launch vehicles are considered, including technology-based aerodynamic maneuvers and the burning of the segment of the payload fairing with the use of pyrotechnic composition.

The dynamic behavior and segmentation of the composite rocket fairings conical part under the action of internal impact pressure is treated in this paper.

2 Problem formulation and modeling

The dynamic strength and failure of the rocket fairing under the cumulative charge is investigated. The fragment of rocket fairing is shown in Fig. 1. The destruction of a truncated conical shell is modeled.

Fig. 1. The sketch of rocket fairing.
maximum pressure and the width of the loading area are determined from the properties of cumulative charge. The following model of impulse pressure was used:

\[ P_{\text{ext}}(x, t) \leq P_{\text{cr}}(x, t) \]  

(1)

\[ P_{\text{ext}} = P_x \exp(-a(\delta/r_{ch})^b) \]  

(2)

where \( P_{\text{ext}} \) – shock pressure on the external; \( P_{\text{cr}} \) – critical pressure of segmentation; \( P_x \) – internal pressure; \( a, \delta, r_{ch}, b \) – empirical coefficients of cumulative charge.

The model of truncated conical shell with loads and fastenings are presented in Fig. 2. The critical pressure is \( P_{\text{cr}} = 1770 \text{ MPa} \). The shock pressure has magnitude of 1770 MPa that is maintained for 14 \( \mu \text{s} \) between time points of 2 and 16 \( \mu \text{s} \).

The material of the truncated conical shell is aluminum composite. The computations were performed in the assumption that the parts were made of AlSi10Mg powder material. Based on analyzing data [10÷13] for AlSi10Mg, the following values were used: density \( \rho = 2.670 \text{ kg/m}^3 \), elasticity modulus \( E_x = E_y = 70 \text{ GPa} \), \( E_z = 60 \text{ GPa} \), Poisson coefficient \( v = 0.33 \), proportional elastic limit \( \sigma_y = 240 \text{ MPa} \), yield value \( \sigma_U = 345 \text{ MPa} \). Plastic flow is considered for the Cowper-Symonds Strength model.

3 Numerical simulation

The problem is solved by the 3D finite element method (Fig. 3). The shell is the truncated cone: length \( L = 1.6 \text{ m} \) with radiiuses \( R_1 = 0.34 \text{ m} \) and \( R_2 = 0.2 \text{ m} \), its thickness \( h = 4 \text{ mm} \). The cumulative charges are modeled by two bands of local pressure along a formative shell with width of \( s = 3 \text{ mm} \).

The time of the dynamic rocket fairing failure is analyzed. The calculation time is synchronized with the loading time. Equivalent plastic strain at calculation time point of 14 \( \mu \text{s} \) is shown in Fig. 4. The plastic deformations are localized in the loading zone, the destruction has not occurred. At calculation time point of 21 \( \mu \text{s} \) the upper part of the truncated cone begins to separate (Fig. 5). The disengagement process ends in 27 \( \mu \text{s} \), which is shown in Fig. 6.

The numerical simulation analysis shows the following: a limit state in the truncated conical shell is obtained at 21 \( \mu \text{s} \); a plastic deformation is localized at the thickness of the shell near loading zones. The construction fails along loaded zones from 21 \( \mu \text{s} \) to 27 \( \mu \text{s} \).
4 Summary

This work presents the model of the safe separation of the rocket payload fairing. To analyze this process numerical research is an advisable approach. The model of a composite rocket fairing separating due to the action of a cumulative charge has been developed. The properties of the composite material have been modeled based on the averaged characteristics obtained experimentally. The cumulative charge has been modeled by impulse loading having parameters adequate to the charge type. The time of action of the impulse, maximum pressure and the width of the loading area are determined from the charge properties and geometry. The technique for 3D numerical analysis of the dynamic strength and structural failure has been developed. The mathematical model of the structure deformation and failure takes into account the dynamical properties of the material. The maximum plastic deformation is used as a failure criterion. The results of numerical simulation for the typical rocket payload fairing are presented.
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